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Growth hacking With Jess Tiffany 

Tampa, FL – If you have a product or service to sell, do you have a plan to reach your prospective 
clients? 
 
Expert, Jess Tiffany explains how important it is to move beyond just building a great inner circle, but 
also building large diverse networks too. In his book, he notes that building strong relationships is what 
matters most! We can have both quality and quantity of connections!  

To simplify this process further, LinktoEXPERT features your product and/or service by consistently 
presenting to tens of thousands of decision makers in unique ways. Prospects are able to review your 
education, experience and expertise in the cloud and decide to hire you or buy your products on the 
spot. 

“Experts are multifaceted and know the answers to questions you did not even know to ask. That’s why 
we are so proud of Member, Business Owner, Networker, Author, Keynote Speaker, Growth Hacker, 
Jess Tiffany!”, says Joanne Weiland, LinktoEXPERT Founder. Jess answers questions about both 
LinkedIn and Growth Marketing that you did not even think to ask. “When Jess told me LinktoEXPERT 
was a Growth Hacker I didn’t even know what Growth Hacking was. If you are like me you will be glad to 
know Jess. He will be able to share his findings with you too”. Jess recently became an International 
Best Selling Author of GROWTH HACK[in]G Secrets-Strategically Grow Your Business Connections 
from 0 to 10K in 365 Days. 

Why spend the next couple of years uncovering the secrets of growing a quality LinkedIn network when 
you can read Jess Tiffany’s summary in his insightful, well written, easy to understand book: GROWTH 
HACK[in]G Secrets! 

Jess Tiffany recommends that we continue to build trust and relationships so when that person is finally 
ready to buy, whether it’s tomorrow or next year, you or your company is top of mind. He calls it his 
passive marketing funnel. 

About Marketing and Networking University - we have an intense desire to help business owners 
grow their companies to their fullest potential through intense differentiation, lead generation, revenue 
creation, and strategic integrations. Our tools include education, business strategizing, marketing tools 
and done for you services. 

About LinktoEXPERT - Since 2007 LinktoEXPERT makes it easy to be seen consistently online, on 
stage, on social media and be heard frequently on radio and pod cast interviews which results in being 
known as the expert worldwide. Imagine the empowerment you feel when you focus on what you do best 
and let the LinktoEXPERT community do the rest. You elevate your status by allowing decision makers 
to regularly assess your talents; review your education, experience, and achievements making it easy to 
hire you in minutes. Together we save time, money and our reputations. 
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